Cayley's formula for the number of trees in a complete graph [5] .
We conclude with a brief survey of possible application to unimodular pregeometries, which barely touches the subject and which we hope to take up in later publications.
In closing, we shall not hide the fact that our main motivation for study of the Tutte-Grothendieck ring has been and is the critical problem, which is the natural generalization of the problem of coloring a graph to a wider class of geometries.
We hope that this work will begin a new trend in the study of the coloring problem, lifting it away from the classical purely graphical methods in which it has been enmeshed in the past, and bring it into the mainstream of contemporary algebra and combinatorial theory. with G, where for x < y, p(x, y) is given by the recursion: p(x, x) = 1, p(x, y) = -^"< z<vp(x, z)-Two other invariants evaluated on L are the characteristic polynomial, y(G, A) = xiO = ^x e ¡_ Pi®, *)A )""r(* J; and /3(G), the Crapo invariant which is explored in [5] with distinguishing properties:
it e £ G is neither an isthmus nor a loop, /3(G) > 0, and /3(G) = 0 iff G is separable. ing the set of bases we have (Gi}\pk)\pk+ 1 = (G^V^+iA/^; (G.;. \Pk)/pk + 1 = (GfA+l>VA; (Gi/Pk)/Pk+1 = (Gif/pk^ypk; and (G../p,)V,+1 = (G;->,+1)/P,. 
where h is the restriction of h to polynomials in the variable z. Hence by (3.9)
/ is a T-invariant. A'
(c) A point e£G is an isthmus iff e is a bond iff {G|\{e| is a copoint of G iff r(G) = r(JG!\iei) + 1 = r (G\e) + 1 (since rank is invariant in G and G\e on subsets of {G}\leO. Otherwise G\e = G and r (G\e) = r({G!\{e|)= r(G).
The rank of G/e equals by (b), the length of a maximal chain in L(G) between e and G. This chain has length r(G) -1 or r(G) depending on whether e is (in) an atom or in the closure of the empty set (i.e. a loop) respectively. Theorem 4.2. Let K(G) denote the closed sets of G and let
be the characteristic polynomial of G. Then the invariant defined by 0 if G has a loop,
is an invariant of the Tutte bidecomposition T.
(From now on when we apply the geometric invariant x to pregeometries we will define x(G) to be 0 if G has a loop.)
Proof.
By (3.11) and noting that XÍG) depends only on the geometric lattice we need only show that the theorem holds for geometries.
In that case using spanning sets y of atoms for the subgeometry x defined by all closed sets x £ K(G), we obtain by Hence if e£G is not an isthmus:
(since the closed sets x £K(G) partition subsets of G into spanning subsets for x). But summing separately over those subsets which do not contain e and those which do, the formula for the characteristic polynomial becomes
using the results and isomorphism / of (4.1).
Corollary 4.3. For all pregeometries G, if the Tutte polynomial t(G) equals [September
Proof. By (3.6) and (4.2), we need only compute (-l)r y(G) for an isthmus 2 and a loop x.
It is the above universal description of x which allows one to show in [3] that X(x) divides x(G) for any geometry G and modular flat x of G. Proof. If G = Gj © G2, the rank of any subset of G is the sum of the ranks of the subset when intersected with the two sets {Gjl and {G2\. This holds in particular for G, hence it holds for corank as well as cardinality and hence nullity.
If e £ G is neither an isthmus nor a loop
But the sinister is equal to S(G \e) while the isomorphisms /" from [e, G] to [0, G/e] shows that the dexter is equal to S(G/e).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use while /(2, 2) = S a .., the number of subsets (2'GI).
Some further applications of the previous theorems can be found in [2] where, in conjunction with (3.14), the invariants of (4.2) and (4.5) are computed across a series and a parallel connection.
As a corollary to these results, it is shown that a series-parallel network (a pregeometry which contains neither a four point line nor P4, the geometry of partitions of a four element set, as minors) is three colorable.
Certain operators on pregeometries are functors from the Tutte decomposition into itself (i.e. preserve decompositions) and lead to important invariants. By the remarks on the closed sets of G/e and G\e in (4.1), L(G/e) ^ [e, G] in L(G) . Hence copoints in G\e are in 1-1 correspondence with copoints con-taining e in G, and L((Tx(G))/e) = LCT^G/e)). (-ir(GV(c z+i) 5. Decomposition and strong map factorization. In this section we examine the Tutte decomposition in the context of the category of pregeometries and strong maps. We make use of a lift construction of D. Higgs [12] in which a strong map is factored as an injection followed by a contraction. Proof. If G < G\e + G/ee/22 then by (4.1), r' (gV)= r"(G/e) + 1 while the composite of the injection G\e into G followed by the contraction of G by e is strong map which is certainly 1-1 and onto on iG!\{e|.
Conversely, assume /: G -»G is a 1-1 strong map from G onto G and assume r(G ) = r(G ) + 1. Then associated with / there is an onto strong map /:
G -► G between the underlying geometries G and G .. This is so since all loops must be mapped into loops so that the 0 element of G is sent to the 0 element of G and also all points in the same atom in G must be mapped to the same lattice element in G since in- is self-dual where i: P ~ P takes a pregeometry to its (Whitney) dual.
Proof. The covering pairs in P ate the unit rank decreasing strong maps.
But G covers G iff there exists a pregeometry G on 72+1 points such that GG\e and G" sí G/e by (5.2) iff G' a G/e and G" =; G\e by (4.7) iff G' covers G" by (5.2). We will use induction on the number of nonfactors.
Since we have proved the theorem for 0 nonfactors above we may assume that the equality holds for all pregeometries with fewer than q nonfactors and consider G with q nonfactors including e. We will show that the recursion of (6.2) is valid for all k in the theorem with / replaced by /. Surely it holds if k = 0.
By (4.1) a subset S containing a nonfactor e is independent in G iff 5\Se¡ is independent in G/e and a subset S disjoint from e is independent in G iff it is independent in G\e. Hence all subsets of corank n -p are independent in G iff all subsets of corank 22 -p are independent in G\e and G/e. But all subsets of corank n -p ate independent iff all subsets of corank 72 -p + 1 are (independent and) closed. If x is a closed set of corank greater than or equal to 22 -p + 1, the subgeometry x is a Boolean algebra while if x has corank 72 -p, the subgeometry is the truncation of a Boolean algebra (i.e. free).
In any event the recursion of In particular, if m is the nullity of G, for all t < p, j > 0, for all other 2 + j < n.
We now list some useful properties of the series and parallel connection (3.14).
The proofs may all be found in [2].
Lemma 6.7. (a) A pointed pregeometry (F, p) is a series connection F =
S(G, H) if and only if F\p= (G\p)+ (H\p). Dually, F is a parallel connection P(G, H) iff F/p = G/p + H/p. (b) // H is a loop then S(G, H) = G. If H is an isthmus then P(G, H) = G. (c) // G and H each have at least two points then S(G, H) (P(G, H)) is connected if and only if G and H both are. (d) If e £\G]\\p\, then S(G, H)/e = S(G/e, H); S(G, H)\e = 5(gV, H); P(G, H)/e = P(G/e, H); and P(G, H)\e = P(G\e, H).
The 
Proof. Proceeding by induction, if \G\ = 1, G = Mj and t(G) = t(M.). If the
theorem holds for all \G \ < n and \G\ = n, then, as in the proof of (6.8), let M., Proof. If G is separable (G = Gx © G2) then t(G) = t(Gx)t(G2). The latter two polynomials have no constant term, hence t(G) can have no first degree terms.
Conversely, if G is connected and not a loop, then it has a minor isomorphic to an isthmus, z, and t(G) > t(z) by (6.9). Proof. A pregeometry is loopless iff all one element subsets are independent.
We apply (6.5) and (7.5).
Similar results hold for pregeometries with loops if we first factor them out as in (6.1). Proof. A pregeometry is a geometry iff all two element subsets are independent. We apply (6.5) and (7.5). in the second sum; and each / 7 in the third sum equals zero.
We may apply (7.9) to some important special cases: partitions, planar geometries, and free geometries. Proof. If G is not a pre-Boolean algebra it has a nonfactor e and /(G) = f(G\e) + f(G/e). But Fnm decomposes into F"'"2"1 and Fn~l'm (and by (7.12) it is the only pregeometry which does so).
Hence by induction on cardinality,
with at least one of the inequalities strict.
For given rank and cardinality the number of bases, spanning sets and independent sets are clearly maximized by free geometries; |p| and ß ate also.
Corollary 7.14. For all pregeometries of rank n > 1 a?2zi cardinality n + m, ,"(«,<_ (™77) «, «Gj<(777-2).
Further, equality holds if and only if G = Fnm.
Proof. Evaluating the Tutte polynomial of (7.12), if m > 0, ß(Fnm) = blQ = ("+-j-2)> 0; and \p(F™)\ = t(Fnm)\z = Xt x= 0 = S^I Jr"J + i)= C%"£¡>> 1-We may now apply (7.13).
We conjecture that the Tutte polynomial t(G) of a connected pregeometry is prime in the unique factorization domain Z [z, x] although the characteristic polynomial is not. This would imply that F or another pregeometry with the same Tutte polynomial is a direct sum factor of G iff t(F) divides t(G).
A small partial result in this direction is that if G is a series-parallel network (or any pregeometry G such that ß(G) is odd) it could not be factored into positive polynomials since t(G)\ 2 x_2 = 2" + m by (4.6) so that any nonconstant factor when evaluated at z = x = 2 would be a power of 2 and hence would have to have an even constant term. a and nontrivial lines {a., a2, a,, a ,} ¡«j, a5, a6, ay\ \a2, a&, a7i, {a^, a&, ay\ and {aA, a6, ay\.
Since t(G) -t(H) iff t(G) = t(H) by
Let P be the pregeometry with one atom of two points whose underlying geometry is the geometry of partitions of a four element set.
Then t(])= t(P4), the Tutte polynomial calculated in (3.4). Baz" / is not binary (and hence not unimodular, graphic, or planar) but P. is all of these. Also J is transversal while P. is not even the contraction of a transversal pregeometry.
In addition P ¿and J have different numbers of circuits, two point lines, lines, and flats. Such differences also appear in J and P. both of which are geometries.
Proof. In an embedding in the real plane:
b6,by
The deletions /\a4 and P'4\b4 ate isomorphic by the strong map /(«•) = b -, i / 4.
In addition J/a^ and P J b 4 both represent the integer partition 3 + 2+1 = 6 and hence are isomorphic. Therefore,
The subset ¡aj, a2, a^, a4¡ of / is a four atom line and hence by the representation theorem for binary lattices [10], / is not binary (and hence not graphic). On the other hand, we shall see later (11.1) that P'4 is the geometry of contractions of the planar graph 7C,:
and so P. is planar graphic and hence unimodular and binary. It is well-known that P4 (and hence P'A) is not transversal, while \ax, a2, a^, a^\, \a2, a^, aA\ and \a a^, a^\ present / as a transversal pregeometry.
Although / and P . have the same number of atoms (6), four point lines (2), and three point lines (3); / has the three two point lines icz2, a A, ¡zz,, a A, and \a ,, a A while \b ,, bx\ and \b,, bA ate the only two point lines of P 4. Also, P' has 5 four point circuits while / has six. 9. Chain groups and the critical problem. But by the remarks following (9.1), G(S) = G(S\s), so we may delete any point of S which is in an atom with another point of S and change neither G(S) nor N(S, k).
We may thus assume that at most one s £S lies in any atom of V .
If X£S is not an isthmus of G(S), we may partition N(S\\, k) into two setsthose which vanish on A and those /«-tuples that contain an f. such that /¿(A) ¿ 0.
The latter set is exactly those ¿-tuples which distinguish A as well as 5\A and hence form N(S, k). The former set is equicardinal with N(S/X, k) as is shown below.
Extend À to a basis B for V . We then have the dual basis B* which includes Proof. Let G = Cu |e| where C is a circuit. If e is an isthmus or loop of G then G/e = C and the proposition holds. Otherwise G has nullity two and its dual G is a binary pregeometry of rank two. In G, C is a bond which makes e a copoint (atom). A binary pregeometry has been characterized [lO] as one in which every coline contains at most three copoints. Hence G has two other atoms C and C, which partition G\e=C (since e is not a loop of G hence not an isthmus of G).
Therefore in the pregeometry G\e, both are bonds while in G, C u {e\ and C, U {e\ were both bonds. But this means that in G\e = G/e, C is partitioned as the direct sum of the two circuits C. and C, and both C. U {e\ and C-, U {e} were circuits of G.
For a more general G, if C is a circuit of G and e e{G|\C, then (G/e)\(iGl\(C U {ei))= (g\({G\";(C U ¡ei)))/e since both are defined by the derived closure operator J(A) -A U e\({Gi\C) for all A C C where A U e is the closure in G. C is a circuit of G iff it is a circuit of any subgeometry of G containing it (a circuit is defined wholly internally in terms of rank and cardinality of its subsets) hence we may delete everything except C and e before we contract e and the above special case applies. Proof. If G = Gj © G2 then the circuit set of G, C(G) is the disjoint union of C(Gj) and C(G2). Hence C(G) contains all even circuits iff C(Gj) and C(G2) both do iff /(Gj)and f(G2) are both nonzero in which case (-lfîGiy(-l)r(G2) = (_ lylGyQ G2)= (_ i)7(G)_Otherwise,/(Gj)=0or/(G2) = 0and/(G) = 0=/(Gj)/(G2).
We must prove that /(G) = f(G\e) + f(G/e) for any nonfactor e£G. Since (2) will be distinguished by a unique functional (equivalently will be contained in a unique bond of L(V) or will be disjoint from a unique hyperplane) if and only if S has all even circuits.
Hence a geometry of rank n can be imbedded in the affine space of dimension 22 over GF(2) if and only if it has no four point lines as minors and no odd circuits.
Proof. This follows from (10.3) and (9.5).
11. Graphic pregeometries.
Under certain conditions a pregeometry G has the same point-circuit incidence relationship as the edge-circuit incidence relationship of a multigraph M (graph in which multiple edges and loops are allowed).
In that [September case we say the pregeometry is graphie and we may give a special interpretation to the decomposition and many of the invariants of §4.
We now list some of the basic definitions and properties of multigraphs and their associated pregeometries.
Definition 11.1. A multigraph M is a function from a set E into the set of un- v-) . It is well known that / is a coboundary for some chain iff there exists a subset C Ç C for every circuit C of M such that 1^e^J(e) = S ec\7f/"(e).
Note also that a coboundary / is nowhere zero iff / is a coloring.
Theorem 11.5. Let M be a multigraph with exactly k one-connected components and let G be its associated pregeometry. Proof. One checks that c. satisfies the recursions of (11.6) when 2 = x = 1. If G = G, ffi G2, then the points, circuits, and bonds of G are the disjoint union of the points, circuits, and bonds of G. and G2 respectively. Thus the bond and circuit incidence matrices of G are the respective direct sums and if oriented consistently with the orientations of each factor, the matrix product of the direct sums is the direct sum of the products both of which are zero matrices.
The final statement is a consequence of the fact that a subset A is a circuit 7\7 of G iff it is a bond of G. A loop x has no bonds and hence no coboundaries so that f(x) = 0 while an isthmus has no circuits and hence no constraints so any nonzero element of A, can serve as a coboundary; so (-l)T^z'f(z) = 1 -k and we are done by the fundamental theorem (3.6). We count the number of cycles by dualizing and noting that cycles of G ate coboundaries of G (see 12.
2). Then we may apply (4.3) and (4.7).
We remark that the concepts of orientable pregeometries and nowhere zero coboundaries generalize the topological notions of orientation and nowhere zero onecoboundaries (colorings) of multigraphs.
To see this, we orient our multigraph M as in (11.4). To lend some insight into the enumerations (11.5) and (12.4) one notes that every chain of M gives rise to a unique coboundary and every coboundary determines all the values of a chain once the value for one vertex has been specified for each one-connected component of M. The resulting chain is a coloring iff the coboundary is nowhere zero.
